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Rayman .VS. Sonic Episode VII

 

(In a city, In America)

Spiderman: You'll be safe now!!!

Civilian: Thank you!

(The Green Goblin comes along on a flying surfboard.)

Green Goblin: You and Sonic!!! Saving the world……

Spiderman: Exactly!

(Batman, Superman, Catwoman and Superwoman appear behind him.

Superman: Someone has to do it!

Catwoman: Indeed!

(Just then a woman in a dog mask comes along)



Dogwoman: I am Dogwoman!!! I help the Green Goblin defeat all of you and the G-Corporation!! With
you lot out of the way we can take over the Earth!!! Woof! Woof!

Catwoman: DOGWOMAN!!!!

Superman: You dog!!! You dog!!!

Dogwoman: Woof! Woof! Thanks for the compliment!

(Meanwhile, In an ocean, Rayman, Globox and Beast are still looking for Belle)

Beast: …………

Rayman: ………..

Globox: …………

(They come to the surface)

Rayman: (Deep Breath) There she was on that rock

Globox: Yeah!!



(Beast dives down and comes up carrying a drenched Princess.)

Rayman: Is she……

 

Globox: dead?

(Beast starts pushing Belle's chest up and down)

Beast: (crying) No! Come Back to me, Belle!!

(a massive rush of water comes running out of Belle's mouth but she does not awake, Beast gives her
the kiss of life. Rayman and Globox are in tears. Belle awakes with Beast still giving her the kiss of life.
Belle pushes him off)

Belle: Don't you think this is a bit much on a first date?!?!?!

Beast: I saved your life, Belle!!

Belle: Is this true?

(Rayman and Globox nod in agreement)

Belle: I love you!!



(Belle snogs Beast)

Globox: Some “first date”!

(Later, after a thirty-second snog)

Beast: Why did you walk off?

Belle: I wasn't looking where I was going! Hehe!

(Just then a big green face with glowing red eyes and a glowing crown filled up the sky, It was Ogre, His
voice boomed and echoed)

Ogre: You fools!! She was under a spell! She is a chosen one! We were going to sacrifice her to the god
of all evil!!

(Just then the mystery machine pulled by and Scooby-Doo and his friends came out)

Ogre: And I would have got away with it too if it wasn't for you pesky kids and that meddling dog!!

(The sky goes back to normal)

Globox: Now that wasn't predicted on the weather forecast!!

Rayman: Look! It's Scooby's gang from the TV!



Scooby: Scooby-Dooby-Doo!!!!!!!!

Daphne: What happened there?

Fred: I'm not sure Daphne!

Velma: This is the biggest mystery yet!

Shaggy: Hey, Scoob! Good time to quit and get some food!

Scooby: Yeah, Raggy! Scooby-Dooby-Doo!!!!!

(Rayman, Globox, Beast and Belle approach them)

Rayman: I'm sorry to say but that wasn't some guy in a mask!

Velma: It wasn't?

Rayman: No. Come with us! We're going back to the coast where the rest of our friends are waiting!

Fred: Hey!! We'll come with you to unravel this mystery!!

 



Beast: Me and Belle are staying here.

Daphne: O.K, Beast! You guys we can take the Mystery Machine!

Scooby: Scooby-Dooby-Doo!!!!!
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